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Special bond eases couple's loss
By Marcia Killingsworth

FortheAJC

Sunday, October 12. 2008

Our house hnntees;

The phone rang in the hotel room where Delle Griffin, Loren Schmerler and their dog, Sydney, were staying.
Both work for Schmerler's company, Bottom Line Management, a business brokerage that sells companies. The
couple has been preparing their house for sale - paint, carpets, reglazing the cabinets - but had to relocate
when Sydney had a reaction to the fumes. This call at 3 a.m., was the worst of their lives: A neighbor reported
their bouse was on fire. 'When they arrived 20 minutes later to :fire engines. flashing lights and closed streets,
there was nothing left.
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Loren Schmerler, dog Sydney and Delle Griffin
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Stunned and overwhelmed, the couple turned to Ed Robeson of Keller Williams Realty First Atlanta. who they
had hoped would sell their house. "Ed was the first can I made, at 3 a.m.," Delle recalls. "It just seemed natural to
turn to him." Her instinct was on target: Robeson quickly found off-duty firefighters to salvage belongings from
the rubble, It takes a vel)' special person to shepherd clients through such a loss. Griffin points out, and as they
began their search for a new home, both Griffin and Schroerler knew without a doubt that Robeson was not just
their Realtor, he was their friend.

Choice #1: Beautiful entry

Originally listed at $550,000, this five-bedroom, four-bath traditional in Roswell's Clary Lakes subdivision was
built in 1989. "It made a beautiful impression when you walked in," Griffm recalls, and had been updated well. It
also boasted a beautiful private backyard. Another selling point was the neighborhood covenants; which, Griffin
explains, "help protect and ensure the value of those homes."

Choice #1.; New screened porcb

Built in 1990, this four-bedroom, three-bath house was a true, one-level ranch also in the Clary Lakes
subdivision, so it, too, was protected by neighborhood covenants. Griffin and Schroerler liked the mature

. landscaping. large daylight basement and a newly added screened porch. It was bright and open and had the
perfect place for Schroerler's office. separate ~ the living space. It originally listed for $489,000.

"'/Y(Choice #3: Great flow


